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Abstract

Small-scale �xed-pitch propellers especially on multicopter con�gurations experience higher angles of
attack than on usual aircraft con�gurations. In order to improve their aerodynamic e�ciency, a better
understanding of the occurring �ow-�elds under such non-axial in�ow conditions is required. Therefore, an
isolated small-scale propeller is operated at a range of in�ow angles from zero to 180 degrees. Experimental
data obtained by measurements of forces as well as a particle image velocimetry (PIV) are compared to
numerical results generated by methods of di�erent �delity.
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Nomenclature

αdisc Angle of attack of the propeller disc

αsection E�ective angle of attack at local blade section

Γ Circulation

ν Kinematic viscosity

Ω Angular velocity

ωy Vorticity in y-direction

φ Flow angle, φ = θ − αsection

ψ Wake age

σ Propeller solidity

θ Twist angle

ξ Non-dimensional radius

ζ Azimuth angle

a Axial interference factor

a' Tangential interference factor

B Number of blades

c Chord length

cFz Side force coe�cient, cFz = FZ
ρn2D4

cT Thrust coe�cient, cT = T
ρn2D4

D Drag force

F Prandtl tip loss factor

J Propeller advance ratio, J = u∞
nD

L Lift force

n Rotational speed

Q Propeller torque

R Propeller radius

r Radial position

rc Viscous core radius

T Thrust

u∞ In�ow velocity

uabs Absolute velocity magnitude

uind Induced velocity

up,3c/4 Ind. vel. component at collocation point (3/4 l)

usection E�ective in�ow velocity at local blade section

ux,y,z Velocities in x- (axial), y- and z-direction

1 Introduction

There is a growing number of unmanned aerial ve-
hicles (UAVs) [9, 18]. Scalable electric motors and
distributed propulsion are used for innovative aerody-
namic designs. While nowadays propellers for UAVs
in multirotor con�gurations are designed mainly for
static thrust or purely axial in�ow conditions, they
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may also experience highly yawed in�ow conditions for
example during the horizontal �ight [2, 17]. In order
to improve the aerodynamic e�ciency of innovative
multirotor con�gurations using �xed-pitch propellers,
a better understanding of the occurring �ow-�elds un-
der non-axial in�ow conditions for propeller con�gu-
rations is required [5, 12, 14, 15, 19].
Therefore, an isolated small-scale propeller of 0.46 m

diameter is operated at a range of in�ow angles re-
lated to the axis of the rotor disc αdisc = 0◦ (axial
in�ow) up to αdisc = 180◦ (reverse in�ow). Three-
dimensional integral forces and moments are measured
in the wind tunnel A of the Chair of Aerodynamics
and Fluid Mechanics of the Technical Univer-
sity of Munich using a six-component under�oor
balance. Flow-�eld visualization to analyze the blade
tip vortices and the wake evolution is performed by the
application of stereo particle image velocimetry (PIV)
for a selected case. Experimental results are compared
to numerical methods of di�erent �delity. A Blade El-
ement Momentum Theory (BEMT), a time-marching
Free Wake Method (FWM) and unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) calculations are per-
formed. A quantitative comparison to experimental
results is performed regarding the thrust coe�cient
and one in-plane side force coe�cient.
The presented work is conducted within a re-

search project concerning the aerodynamic optimiza-
tion of hybrid propeller-rotor-concepts (HyProp) and
is supported by the Siemens AG and funded by
the Bavarian Research Foundation (Bayerische
Forschungsstiftung).

2 Non-Axial Inflow

There can be many reasons for a propeller experiencing
non-axial in�ow. Especially conventional UAV multi-
copter con�gurations with propellers on a �xed vertical
axis cause highly yawed in�ow conditions in horizontal
�ight.
But also aircraft with a conventional propeller con-

�guration can experience angles of attack of up to
10° for example in very slow forward �ight (like take-
o� and landing), during sideslip and during a turn-
ing �ight [4]. These are aspects that have been of
research interest since the beginning of the aviation
history [3, 6, 8].
For applications in the �eld of maritime vehicles

these in�ow conditions are very common. Nowa-
days, many highly maneuverable ships are equipped
with so-called azimuth thrusters. These are propellers
mounted on a 360°-turnable nacelle. All control forces
are performed via the e�ective side-forces caused by
the non-axial in�ow [5].
A propeller is often described as a rotating wing.

However, this does not pay respect to some three-
dimensional propeller-speci�c �ow e�ects. Especially,
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Figure 1: De�nition of the applied coordinate system.

in the case of a variation of the angle of attack, the
non-axial in�ow leads to a highly complex three dimen-
sional �ow �eld (see the applied coordinate system in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). There is a spanwise pressure gra-
dient and a centrifugal force, accelerating in particular
the separated �ow radially towards the blade tip. In
the rotating system of the propeller this radial veloc-
ity leads to a Coriolis force towards the trailing edge.
The combination of these e�ects form a favorable pres-
sure gradient, making the boundary layer more stable
against static �ow separation. Also, the region of sep-
arated �ow is reduced which can result in an increased
suction on the blades upper side [11].
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Figure 2: Flow phenomena of a propeller under non-
axial in�ow. Illustrated are the in�ow, the rotational speed
and the induced velocities, the �ow around the blade tip and
the radial �ow. The resulting three-components pressure distri-
bution and vortex structures are illustrated schematically.

Due to the non-axial in�ow, the in�uence on the
pressure gradients and therefore the di�erence between
upper and lower blade side becomes periodic. Conse-
quently, the �ow separation, the radial �ow and the
thrust also becomes periodic. The e�ects on the ad-
vancing and the retreating blade are contrary, thereby
pitch and yaw moments as well asymmetric tip vortices
are obtained. Furthermore, within non-axial in�ow
there is an increased blade vortex interaction by the
de�ected wake causing additional time-varying loads
on the propeller.
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3 Experimental Approach

Within the HyProp project the small scale two-bladed
�xed-pitch propeller APC 18x8E of the company APC
Propellers is used. In Fig. 3 its geometrical data
are illustrated.

457 mm
32 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: a. Size, b. pitch and chord length distribution
of the applied APC 18x8E propeller.

The Propeller is driven by a speed controlled di-
rect current motor (Maxon Motor EC-60-167131,
electrical power 400 W). The motor is connected to a
six-component under�oor balance with a resolution of
0.375 N in thrust direction and 0.75 N perpendicular to
the thrust direction. The measurements are averaged
over ten seconds, therefore showing the steady loads.
The wind tunnel support is contained by a closed fair-
ing, allowing for the measurement of the forces of the
propeller only. The balance with the support can be
rotated in the wind tunnel, enabling the measurement
at in�ow angles from αdisc = 0◦ to αdisc = 180◦ (see
Fig. 4). Due to the long distance between the refer-
ence point of the under�oor balance and the propeller
of around l = 1.5 m the propeller moments are in the
order of the error of the measurements. Hence, the
determination of the propeller e�ciency is not accu-
rate. For this reason, only the force measurements are
presented in this work.
Besides the load analyses, the �ow �eld around

the propeller is measured using stereo particle image
velocimetry (PIV) at a selected in�ow condition of
αdisc = 60° and J = 0.164. To measure both the axial
and the non-axial velocity components, the plane of
measurement is oriented horizontally in the wind tun-
nel (see Fig. 5). The laser is positioned on the side
of the wind tunnel on a traverse system. Both cam-
eras are mounted above the test section on a traverse
system. They are moved uniformly with the laser for
di�erent measurement positions.
For analyzing the wake, the PIV images are recorded

phase locked; triggered by the motor control unit. In
order to minimize the shading of the laser beam by the

u∞

αdisc

x z

y

Figure 4: Rotatable wind tunnel support with mounted
propeller.

Laser

Camera 1

Camera 2

Plane of measurement

Figure 5: Stereo-PIV setup. The laser as well as the cam-
eras are mounted on uniformly moving traverse systems. The
laser illuminates the horizontally aligned plane of measurement.

propeller blade, the measurements are performed with
the propeller blades vertically oriented. The spatial
resolution of the PIV images is around 1.5 mm. Every
image covers a size of 80x80 mm. Between 40 and 70
images are merged to visualize the desired wake por-
tion. 200 samples are taken for every position. With
these data the normalized mean velocity components
ūi

u∞
are calculated. To de�ne the degree of unsteadi-

ness in the wake, the normalized RMS value of the
absolute velocity magnitude is calculated by

uabs,RMS

u∞
=

√
1
N

∑N
n=1 (|un (t)| − |u|)2

u∞
(1)

with u being the mean velocity and un (t) referring
to the velocity of the current sample. N denotes the
number of samples.
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4 Numerical Approach

Within this work, BEMT, FWM and URANS calcu-
lations are used to determine the aerodynamic forces
onto the propeller, which are compared to the wind
tunnel data. Furthermore, �ow �eld information are
calculated for comparison to PIV results. The most
relevant equations to all three numerical methods are
described brie�y.

4.1 Blade Element Momentum Theory

The BEMT in its original form [4] represents a steady
approach for the design and analysis of propellers un-
der axial in�ow. In this work, its formulation in [1]
is implemented and extended to model the non-axial
in�ow. Therefore, the actual local in�ow conditions at
each azimuthal position are taken into account. The
resulting velocities on a blade section are shown in
Fig. 6.

u∞ sinαdisc sin ς + Ωr

dT

dL

dR

dQ/r
dD

φ

θ φusection

αsection

u∞ cosαdisc

a u∞ cosαdisc

a′ (u∞ sinαdisk·
· sin ζ + Ωr)

Figure 6: In�ow characteristics of a propeller's blade
section under non-axial in�ow. The non-axial in�ow in�u-
ences the local lift dL and drag dD and, furthermore, the local
thrust dT and portion of propeller torque dQ/r.

The governing non-linear equations of the BEMT
read for a blade element

a

1 + a
=

σcy

4F sin2 φ
(2)

a′

1− a′
=

σcx
4F cosφ sinφ

(3)

φ = arctan
u∞ cosαdisk (1 + a)

(u∞ sinαdisk sin ζ + Ωr) (1− a′)
(4)

with

cx = cL sinφ+ cD cosφ (5)

cy = cL cosφ− cD sinφ (6)

F =
2

π
arccos

[
exp

(
−B (1− ξ)

2 ξ sinφ

)]
(7)

where a, a′ and φ represent the axial interference fac-
tor, the tangential interference factor and the �ow
angle. The quantities are determined for each non-
dimensional radius ξ = r/R and azimuthal angle ζ. B
represents the number of blades, c(r) the chord length
at a speci�c section of the propeller blade, σ = Bc

2πξR
the sectional solidity ratio, u∞ the in�ow velocity, cx
and cy the sectional force coe�cients according to two-
dimensional airfoil polar data. The losses by the �ow
around the blade tips are modelled by the Prandtl tip
loss factor F .

The system is solved for φ by inserting Eq. 2 and
Eq. 3 into Eq. 4 and applying a Newton method.
Knowing the �ow angle φ and the interference factors
a and a′ for all radial and azimuthal positions, the
di�erential thrust coe�cient can be determined by

∂cT (ξ, ζ)

∂ξ
=

c cy
4n2D3

u2
∞ cos2 αdisc(1 + a)2

sin2 φ
(8)

where D is the propeller diameter and n the rotational
speed. For axial in�ow, and thus no azimuthal depen-

dency, all radial elements given by ∂cT (ξ, ζ)
∂ξ are to be

integrated over ξ from hub to tip and multiplied by
the number of blades to provide the total cT of the

propeller. At non-axial in�ow, ∂cT (ξ, ζ)
∂ξ depends on

the azimuthal position ζ. Integration over ξ leads to
cT (ζ) as sectoral values. In a second step, all blades
are tracked over one revolution simultaneously. The
values of each sector are summed up to obtain the
once-per-revolution (1P) propeller load curve. Subse-
quently, minimum, maximum and mean values can be
determined. Also, the torque coe�cient and all other
in-plane force and moment coe�cients can be estab-
lished in the same way. The spatial discretization is
realized by 14 radial and 12 azimuthal elements.

Derivation of 2D Airfoil Data

The implemented BEMT and also the FWM use sec-
tional lift and drag coe�cients. These are calculated a
priori using the viscid formulation within XFoil over
a range of angles of attack and Reynolds numbers. An
early triggered transition is set, since turbulent �ow is
assumed on the blades. In order to provide data for
αsection in the non-linear part of the polar, the XFoil
data are extrapolated with a transition onto an exper-
imentally obtained polar, given in [16]. An exemplary
sectional aerodynamic data extension is shown in Fig.
7. There is a dominant three-dimensional character
within the blade's boundary layer, especially at angles
of attack above the linear regime. Optionally, empir-
ically obtained stall delay factors can be applied [11].
For simplicity these are not applied in this work.

4
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Figure 7: Sectional aerodynamic data. XFoil results at
the ξ = 0.8 radial section for Re = 5 · 105. Also shown is the
extrapolation with a transition onto an experimentally obtained
polar of a NACA0012 airfoil.

4.2 Free Wake Method

A method, utilizing a Lifting-Line theory coupled to a
Free Wake Scheme is implemented to extend the mod-
eling capabilities of a de�ected wake under non-axial
in�ow.

Physical Modeling

The fundamental idea behind such concepts is to
model the propeller and its wake with vortex elements.
These are discretized as a vortex lattice, where the
evolution of the wake is obtained through the mutual
interactions of the vortex elements over time. The so-
lution methodology is based on the separation into two
problems. The inner wing problem is associated with
determining the bound circulation strength of each
blade section, whilst the outer wake problem governs
the advection of vortex elements. The independent so-
lutions are coupled through the induced velocity calcu-
lation at the blade collocation points. The governing
equation of the second-order numerical Lifting-Line
implementation given in [7] reads

Γ

πc
=
u∞
2π

cL

(
φ−

up,3c/4(Γ)

u∞

)
(9)

with the bound circulation Γ, the sectional lift coe�-
cient cL, sectional chord c, free stream velocity u∞ and
up,3c/4 being the induced velocity component at the
three-quarter chord collocation point. In contrast to
the BEMT, the in�ow velocities at the airscrew plane
are determined by a vortex wake model. The �ow �eld
solution for vortex based methods requires solving the
vorticity transport equation in a time marching man-
ner. The vorticity transport equation in blade �xed
coordinates in partial di�erential form is expressed as

∂~r (ψ, ζ)

∂ψ
+
∂~r (ψ, ζ)

∂ζ
=

1

Ω
[~u∞ + ~uind (~r (ψ, ζ))] (10)

which describes the location of each �uid marker
in terms of the respective wake age ψ and cur-
rent azimuth angle ζ. The di�culty arises from the
strong non-linear nature of the induced velocity �eld
~uind (~r (ψ, ζ)). To evaluate the velocity vector at each
�uid marker located at a position ~r, the induced ve-
locities of each discrete vortex element in the wake are
computed. The induced velocities are obtained by nu-
merical integration of the Biot-Savart law, reading

~uind =
Γ

4π

∫
d~l × ~r
|~r|3

(11)

where Γ is the circulation strength of each discrete
vortex element of length d~l. To avoid the singularity
as |~r| approaches zero, a cut-o� distance in terms of a
viscous core radius rc is used. It is set to a value of
5 % of the blade chord at the tip, which corresponds to
the airfoil thickness at the blade tip where the vortex
is created [13].

Discretization and Numerical Integration

For a more e�cient computation, the wake is further
discretized by a near wake part with a vortex lattice
and a far wake in form of one tip and one root vortex.
The near wake length is set to 90 degrees. It models
the trailed and shed vorticity near the blades. The
total vorticity of the near wake is transferred into the
root and the tip vortices of the far wake.

x/R [-]

z/R [-]y/R [-]

−1

3

0

1

2

−1
0

1
2

3

−2

−1

0

1

2

Figure 8: Discretization for FWM. Vortex elements of the
near wake and the far wake are shown.

For the spatial discretization 14 radial elements are
used to resolve each blade, and for the temporal dis-
cretization 12◦ increments in azimuth are applied. In
Fig. 8, an impression of the discretization can be seen.
The near wake lattice and the tip and root vortices of
the far wake are shown for one blade with the cor-
responding discretization. The numerical integration
is accomplished by using a predictor-corrector second
order backward (PC2B) scheme [10].
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4.3 URANS Calculations

Using a �nite volume method, the incompressible
URANS equations for mass and momentum are solved
on an unstructured grid. The commercial software
Simcenter Star-CCM+ is used which enables an
automated meshing and all pre- and and postprocess-
ing tasks within its environment. An overview of the
mesh dimensions and the numerical settings is given
in the following.

Computational Mesh

The computational mesh is created within a static hex-
ahedral geometry with a cylindrical domain in the cen-
ter containing the propeller geometry. The cylindrical
domain including the propeller rotates with the ro-
tational speed. The �ow solution is obtained by the
sliding mesh technique. On both parts of the interface,
prism layers of equal cell size are generated to improve
the numerical accuracy. The mesh consists of polyhe-
dral cells to reduce the number of tetrahedral cells by
the factor of �ve. Towards all body surfaces, struc-
tured prism layers are created to resolve the boundary
layer. Especially at the blades, 25 prism layers are
used. The transition of adjacent cell sizes within the
polymesh is less than a volume factor of 0.8. The prism
layer cells are continuously removed if the expansion
growth condition is not satis�ed. An impression of the
domain near the propeller and the resolution at a rep-
resentative blade section at the ξ = 0.75 radial section
can be seen in Fig. 9b. In the CFD simulation a di-
mensionless wall distance of y+ ≈ 1.3 is achieved in
order to accurately resolve the viscous sublayer. The
number of cells in the static domain is about 5 million
and the rotating part contains about 10 million cells.

Physical Modeling

The numerical calculations are performed using a
pressure-based segregated solver. The blade tip Mach
number is at maximum about Mtip ≈ 0.28. Hence,
density and temperature changes are not modeled in
order to reduce the computational e�ort. The time-
step is set to move the rotating domain one degree per
time-step. The spatial and temporal gradients are dis-
cretized with a second order scheme. The used solver
is based on the SIMPLE algorithm. Aside from the
outlet, where a pressure outlet is used, the velocity in-
let boundary with the respective in�ow velocity vector
is applied. For all calculations, the k − w shear stress
transport (SST) turbulence model using the standard
settings is applied. The simulation is conducted over
nine propeller revolutions leading to a computational
time of 232 hours on 39 CPUs.

(a)

5 mm

(b)

Figure 9: Mesh section views. (a) Zoom into the domain
mid-section showing the rotating part around the propeller and
the geometry of the wind tunnel support. (b) Mesh of propeller
airfoil section at the ξ = 0.75 radial section.

5 Results and Discussion

At �rst, the results for the thrust coe�cient and the
side force coe�cient in z-direction cFz (see the coordi-
nate system in Fig. 1) are discussed. The second part
contains the �ow �eld discussion of the PIV and the
URANS results.

Load Polar

For both force coe�cients cT and cFz, two load po-
lars are generated at a constant rotational speed of
n = 4000 min−1 and two freestream velocities u∞ =
{5m/s, 15m/s}. This represents the axial advance
ratios of J = {0.164, 0.492}. For axial in�ow con-
ditions, disc loadings of about DL = 100 N/m2and
DL = 25 N/m2 are obtained. The results of the
BEMT and the FWM are compared to the wind tunnel
results in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 (BEMT for αdisc ≤ 90◦).
In general, the cosine trend of both polars is captured.
The force coe�cients correlated to the two in�ow con-
ditions are met with di�erent accuracy, as described
in the following.
Looking �rst at the thrust coe�cient results for the

lower advance ratio J = 0.164, the trend of increasing
thrust is predicted well with the FWM and the BEMT
up to αdisc = 70◦.
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cT [-]

αdisc [-]

J = 0.492 Exp
J = 0.492 FWM
J = 0.492 BEMT
J = 0.164 Exp
J = 0.164 FWM
J = 0.164 BEMT
J = 0.164 URANS

Figure 10: Thrust coe�cient cT over the in�ow angle
αdisc for u∞ = {5m/s, 15m/s}.

Here, the FWM results are constantly 10 % below
and the BEMT results 17 % below the experimental
results. For αdisc > 70◦, the FWM results show an
oscillatory behavior due to the positions of the vortex
elements within the strongly de�ected wake.

Considering the results for the high advance ratio,
only the trend is captured well. From axial in�ow
to αdisc = 20◦ the FWM and the BEMT results are
10 % respectively 2 % higher than the experimental
results. The slope for an increasing αdisc is below the
experimental results for both methods. The experi-
mental polar intersects the calculated polar by BEMT
at about αdisc ≈ 20◦ while FWM polar intersects at
about αdisc ≈ 30◦. Beyond these in�ow angles, the
slopes of the experimental and both numerical results
diverge. At αdisc = 90◦ the FWM and the BEMT
results are 10 % respectively 20 % below the exper-
imental results. In general, both the experimental
data as well as the FWM results show a peak value
at αdisc = 110◦. Also, the decrease of cT for in�ow
angles αdisc > 110◦ at the higher advance ratio is cap-
tured by the FWM.

Besides the BEMT and the FWM results, one repre-
sentative URANS result at αdisc = 60◦ and J = 0.164
is shown. This URANS calculation shows the best
agreement with the experimental results. The �ow
�eld for this in�ow condition is discussed in the next
section in detail.

The results for the side fore coe�cient cFz are shown
in �gure 11. The higher advance ratio shows a higher
side-force in z-direction. While the peak of the exper-
imental results is at αdisc = 80◦ for J = 0.492, it is at
αdisc = 90◦ for J = 0.164. Looking at the experimen-
tal results for J = 0.164, an o�set can be detected.
This can be attributed to the precision of the under-
�oor balance and the measurement procedure, where
the aerodynamic loads are obtained by subtracting the
loads of the wind tunnel support from the total loads.

cFz [-]

αdisc [-]

J = 0.492 Exp
J = 0.492 FWM
J = 0.492 BEMT
J = 0.164 Exp
J = 0.164 FWM
J = 0.164 BEMT
J = 0.164 URANS

Figure 11: Side force coe�cient cFz over the in�ow an-
gle αdisc for u∞ = {5m/s, 15m/s}.

Nonetheless, the deviation is constant within a po-
lar, enabling the evaluation of the trends. The mea-
sured values are underestimated by the BEMT and the
FWM for both advance ratios. The peaks are captured
by the BEMT, while the FWM polar shows again an
oscillatory behavior for αdisc ≥ 80◦.

Flow Field

The PIV data are used to visualize the �ow in the
cross-section of the propeller wake. The measurements
are performed at an in�ow angle of αdisc = 60°, an
advance ratio of J = 0.1635 and a disc loading of
DL = 109.7 N/m2. In Fig. 12, the resulting velocity
in x-direction (propeller rotational axis) is shown, nor-
malized with the in�ow velocity u∞. The white areas
within the �ow �eld are blanked due to re�ections of
the propeller and the support structure. One can see
the acceleration of the �uid as well as the correspond-
ing contraction of the wake. The limiting streamline
of the propeller shows a curved behavior: Close to the
propeller the wake almost follows the rotational axis.
Further downstream it tends to align towards the in-
�ow direction. In the center of the wake, a region of
low axial velocity is located. This correlates to the
hub and the inner part of the blades. Flow separation
occurs and a root vortex (RV) is formed. For compar-
ison, in Fig. 14 the same �ow conditions are modeled
with the URANS calculation. In comparison to the
experimental data, the velocity in the center of the
wake is overpredicted. Additionally, the traces of the
two tip vortices as calculated with the FWM can bee
seen in Fig. 12. One can see that for the region of
the �rst two rotations the positions of the tip vortices
are predicted in good agreement with the experiment,
although the support is modeled in the FWM.
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Figure 12: Normalized axial velocity component ux/u∞
and the blade tip vortices of the FWM. PIV measurement,
J = 0.164, αdisc = 60◦.
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Figure 13: Normalized vorticity component in y-
direction ωy/Ω. Both the strong tip vortices (TV) as well
as the blade wakes (BW) can be seen. The tip vortices have a
mutual in�uence causing a de�ection in the positive or the neg-
ative z-direction. PIV measurement, J = 0.164, αdisc = 60◦.

Further downstream, the missing dissipation mod-
eling in the FWM causes non-physical structures in
its wake. Therefore, the vortex traces are blanked for
x/R > 1.3.

The illustration of the vorticity component in y-
direction (see Fig. 13 and coordinate system in Fig.
1) provides a deeper understanding of the �ow �eld.
The �ow around the blade tips forms the strong tip
vortices (TV) which can be seen on both the luv and
the lee side of the support. Also, their behavior when
convecting downstream can be seen.

0
ux/u∞

31 20

x/R 1 2 3

−1

1

1.5

z/R

4

0.5

−0.5
u∞

Figure 14: Normalized axial velocity component ux/u∞.
In comparison to the experimental data, the velocity in the cen-
ter of the wake is overestimated. Derived from URANS data,
J = 0.164, αdisc = 60◦.
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Figure 15: Normalized vorticity component in y-
direction ωy/Ω. Derived from URANS data, J = 0.164,
αdisc = 60◦. The dashed curves are the PIV results.

Their mutual in�uence induces a de�ection in the
positive or the negative z-direction. Obviously, the
wakes of the individual propeller blades (BW) can be
seen on the leeward side of the support structure and
their convection downstream as shed vortices. Also
the deformation of these wakes can be seen. The root
vortex (RV) itself is barely visible since its vorticity is
oriented mainly in the x-direction. However, one can
see the shear layer around the vortex, caused by the
velocity di�erence between the slow wake core and the
accelerated outer region.

The results of the URANS simulation (see Fig. 15)
show a good agreement with the experiment, especially
the positions of the �rst tip vortices and the evolution
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of the blade wakes. Also it can be seen, that, when
compared to the trace of the outer shear layer of the
PIV results, the de�ection of the wake is in good agree-
ment. However, the downstream convection of the tip
vortices and the blade wakes is underestimated. Fur-
thermore, the tip vortices do not interact with each
other (the de�ection is missing). They are less focused
and dissipate further upstream. The root vortex is less
stable compared to the PIV results. One reason for
this is the overprediction of the velocity in the core
region of the wake. Since there is no velocity gradient,
no isolating shear layer between the core and the outer
region of the wake is formed.

uabs,RMS/u∞
0 0.70.2 0.5

x/R 1 2 3

−1

1

1.5
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4

0.5

−0.5
u∞

TV1 2 3 4
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TV1b

2b

3b

7

BW1
2

3
4

BW1b

RV

Shaft

Figure 16: Normalized RMS value of the velocity mag-
nitude uabs,RMS/u∞. PIV measurement, J = 0.164, αdisc =
60◦.

In order to measure the unsteadiness of the wake,
the normalized RMS values of the velocity magnitudes
are calculated (see Eq. 1) and shown in Fig. 16. Close
to the propeller plane, the tip vortices are visible as fo-
cused points. Hence, the vortices are stationary in the
region. Further downstream the tip vortices are less
stationary due to the mutual in�uence and the conse-
quent de�ection of the vortices. In contrary, the trace
of the blade wakes and their evolution can be consid-
ered as stationary. The �ow region of the root vortex
appears to be very unsteady. An explanation is the in-
teraction of two occurring �ow structures, namely the
root vortex and the shear layer between the core and
the outer wake region. Both are related to a strong ra-
dial velocity gradient between the wake core and the
outer region. Another region of high RMS values can
be seen further downstream at around x/R ≈ 3. This
region is the lee side of the vertical shaft of the sup-
port structure which causes strong turbulence in the
�ow �eld.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

The in�uence of a non-axial in�ow on a small scale pro-
peller was analyzed by force measurements at di�erent
in�ow angles and advance ratios. In addition, investi-
gations of the �ow �eld for a selected in�ow condition
were performed by the application of PIV. Three dif-
ferent numerical approaches were conducted to predict
the thrust and the side force coe�cient as well as the
�ow �eld character.
The experimental force measurements showed the

in�uence of the angle between the propeller disc and
the in�ow velocity vector on the thrust and the side
force coe�cient. The numerical results of the BEMT
and the FWM showed, that the methods are capable to
predict the trend of the coe�cients up to αdisc = 90◦

respectively to αdisc = 180◦. The deviation to the ex-
perimental results is below 20 % for the thrust but up
to 40 % larger for the side force. An exemplary result
by unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes calcu-
lations showed the closest agreement with the experi-
ment.
Performing the PIV measurements, an impression of

the wake in the propeller's cross-section at an in�ow
angle of αdisc = 60◦ was obtained. Wake character-
istics like tip and root vortices and the blade wake
convection and evolution are captured. Close to the
propeller plane, the positions of the tip vortices and
the blade wakes out of the URANS calculation are in
good agreement with the PIV measurement. The mix-
ing of the wake when �owing around the wind tunnel
support structure is also comparable between the PIV
and the URANS results. The velocity of the core of
the wake is overpredicted in the URANS result. Addi-
tionally, also the FWM was capable of predicting the
positions of the tip vortices quantitatively correct for
the �rst three propeller rotations.
Future work represents the usage of an internal

model-integrated balance, having a higher accuracy
and enabling the measurement of moments and with
a temporal resolution in order to compare once per
revolution load curves. Furthermore, the �ow �eld at
higher in�ow angles will be analyzed.
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